ABSTRACT. We obtain boundedness for the bilinear spherical maximal function in a range of exponents that includes the Banach triangle and a range of L p with p < 1. We also obtain counterexamples that are asymptotically optimal with our positive results on certain indices as the dimension tends to infinity.
INTRODUCTION
Let σ be surface measure on the unit sphere. The spherical maximal function
f (x − ty)dσ (y) , was first studied by Stein [19] who provided a counterexample showing that it is unbounded on L p (R n ) for p ≤ n n−1 and obtained the a priori inequality M ( f ) L p (R n ) ≤ C p,n f L p (R n ) when n ≥ 3, p ∈ ( n n−1 , ∞) for smooth functions f ; see also the account in [20, Chapter XI] . The extension of this result to the case n = 2 was established about a decade later by Bourgain [1] .
In addition to Stein and Bourgain, other authors have studied the spherical maximal function; for instance see [5] , [3] , [17] , [16] , and [18] . Among the techniques used in these works, we highlight that of Rubio de Francia [17] , in which the L p boundedness of (1) is reduced to certain L 2 estimates obtained by Plancherel's theorem. Extensions of the spherical maximal function to different settings have also been established by several authors: for instance see [4] , [2] [12] , [7] and [15] .
In this work we study the bi(sub)linear spherical maximal function defined in (2) , which was introduced and first studied by [8] . In the bilinear setting the role of the crucial L 2 → L 2 estimate is played by an L 2 ×L 2 → L 1 , and obviously Plancherel's identity cannot be used on L 1 . We overcome the lack of orthogonality on L 1 via a wavelet technique introduced by three of the authors in [10] in the study of certain bilinear operators; on this approach see [11] , [14] . It is worth mentioning a related interesting recent paper [13] , where the authors studied the bilinear circular average when n = 1. Our object of study here is the bi(sub)linear spherical maximal function
initially defined for Schwartz functions f , g on R n . Here σ is surface measure on the 2n − 1-dimensional sphere. We are concerned with bounds for M from a product of Lebesgue spaces 
for all indices (
in the open rhombus with vertices the points P 0 = (
Once Theorem 1 is known, it follows that M admits a bounded extension from
It follows from this that the sequence {M( f j , g j )} j is Cauchy in L p (R n ) and hence it converges to a value which we also call M( f , g). This is the bounded extension of
In order to pass to the maximal function defined on L p 1 × L p 2 , it is also possible to used the technique desribed in [20, page 508] .
Concerning dimensions smaller than 8, we have positive answers in the Banach range in next section.
THE BANACH RANGE IN DIMENSIONS
Proof. We show that M is bounded on the intervals [ P 0 , P 1 ) and [ P 0 , P 2 ), where P 1 and P 2 are as in Theorem 1. Then the claimed assertion follows by interpolation. If one function, for instance the second one g, lies in L ∞ , matters reduce to the L p (R n ) boundedness of the maximal operator
. This expression inside the supremum is a Fourier multiplier operator of the form
where δ 0 is the Dirac mass and
The multiplier dσ (ξ , 0) is smooth everywhere and decays like |ξ | −(n− 1 2 ) as |ξ | → ∞ and its gradient has a similar decay.
The following result is in [17, Theorem B] (see also [6] ):
In order to have n − 2 we must assume that n ≥ 2. It follows from Theorem A that M 0 is bounded on L p when 1 < p ≤ ∞ and n ≥ 2. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.
3. THE POINT (2, 2, 1)
Next we turn to the main estimate of this article which concerns the point
satisfies that for any 1 < p 1 , p 2 < ∞ and 1/p = 1/p 1 + 1/p 2 , there exists a constant C independent f and g such that
The proof of Proposition 3 is standard and is omitted. Next, we decom-
where dσ (ξ , η) = 2π
we have the pointwise estimate such that for all j ≥ 1 and all functions f , g ∈ L 2 (R n ) we have
Proposition 4 will be proved in the next section. In the remaining of this section we state and prove a lemma needed for its proof. 
Proof of Lemma 5.
A crucial tool in the proof of Lemma 5 is the following result [10, Corollary 8]:
the bilinear operator T m associated with the multiplier m satisfies
Using Proposition B, setting f j = f χ {c 1 ≤|ξ |≤c 2 2 j+1 } , by the support of σ 1 we obtain that
where E j,t = {ξ ∈ R n :
We control the last term as follows:
and thus we deduce
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
Proof. Estimate (4) is automatically holds for finitely many terms in view of Proposition 3, so we fix a large j and define
Take a smooth function ρ on R such that
where T 1 j,t and T 2 j,t correspond to multipliers m 1 j (t(ξ , η)) and m 2 j (t(ξ , η)) respectively, such that T j,t = T 1 j,t + T 2 j,t . Then for f , g Schwartz functions we have
where T 1 j,s has bilinear multiplier m 1 j (sξ , sη) = (sξ , sη) · (∇m 1 j )(sξ , sη), a diagonal multiplier with nice decay, which can be used to establish the boundedness of the diagonal part with the aid of Lemma 5.
Recall that
for j ≥ 1 and a calculation shows that |∂ 1 (m 1 j )| is controlled by the sum of three terms bounded by
respectively. Indeed, when the derivative falls on φ , we can bound it by /2) . If the derivative falls on the second part, using properties of Bessel functions (see, e.g., [9, Appendix B.2]), we obtain the bound C J n (2π(ξ ,η))
As a consequence we have 
Applying Lemma 5 to the function m 1 j (ξ , η) = (ξ , η)·(∇m 1 j )(ξ , η) which satisfies the hypotheses with δ = (2n − 3)/2, we obtain
It remains to obtain an analogous estimate for M 2 j . For the off-diagonal part m 2 j we use a different decomposition involving g-functions. For f , g ∈ S(R n ) we have
Here T 2 j,s ( f , g) has symbol m 2 j (sξ , sη) = (sξ , sη) · (∇m 2 j )(sξ , sη) and 
where M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function and T m is a linear operator that satisfies
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.
We now return to the proof of Proposition 4. Notice that both m 2 j (ξ , η) and m 2 j (ξ , η) satisfy conditions of Lemma 6 with δ being either (2n − 1)/2 or (2n − 3)/2 respectively, so
Using (6) we deduce
Combining (5) and (7) yields Proposition 4 with δ n = n 5 − 3 2 .
INTERPOLATION
By Proposition 3 (for term j ≤ c 0 ) and Proposition 4 (for j ≥ c 0 ), for any δ ′ n < δ n , as a consequence of (3) we obtain
This establishes the boundedness 
which can be found, for instance, in [9, estimate (6.5.12) ]. Thus we have
where M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. We pick two points
and we also consider the point Q 0 = (1/2, 1/2, 1). We interpolate the known estimates for M j at these three points. Letting ε go to 0, we obtain that for
with a geometrically decreasing bound in j. Recall that δ n = (2n − 15)/10 > 0, so we need n ≥ 8.
Thus summing over j gives boundedness for
. By interpolation we obtain boundedness for M in the interior of a rhombus with vertices the points (1/∞, 1/∞, 1/∞),
). The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.
We remark that is the largest region for which we presently know boundedness for M in dimensions n ≥ 8.
COUNTEREXMAPLES
In this section we construct counterexamples indicating the unboundedness of the bilinear spherical maximal operator in a certain range. Our examples are inspired by Stein [19] but the situation is more complicated.
This means that the gap between the range of boundedness and unboundedness tends to 0 as the dimension increases to infinity.
Proof. We first consider the case n = 1 where it is easy to demonstrate the main idea.
Define functions on R by setting f (y) = |y| −1/p 1 (log 2 (R) and we will estimate from below M √ 2R ( f , g)(R) for large R, where
In view o the support properties of f and g we have |y −
, and |z −
. We also have that
As a result, with the help of (9) [Lemma 8], the expression in (8) is greater than
, hence the statement of the proposition holds.
We now consider the higher-dimensional case n ≥ 2. We define f (y) = |y| −n/p 1 (log 1 |y| ) −2/p 1 χ |y|≤1/100 and g(y) = |y| −n/p 2 (log
The mapping (y, z) → (Ay, Az) with A ∈ SO n is an isometry on S 2n−1 , hence we have
, where e 1 = (1, 0, . . ., 0) ∈ R n . Thus we may take x = Re 1 ∈ R n with R large.
By the change of variables identity (10) [Lemma 9], we have
where B n (a, r) is a ball in R n centered at a with radius r, and E is the
) with S n−1 r being the sphere in R n with radius r and dσ r n−1 the measure on S n−1 r . We next focus on the inner integral, namely
) , and let θ be the angle between vectors z 0 and e 1 , which the largest one between z ∈ E and e 1 . Here ∂ B is the boundary of a set B. Then θ is small if R is large and 
Consequently θ ≥ C/R. Collecting the previous calculations, we can bound I from below by
where
, and z 1 = cos α. By symmetry, let us con-
. Let β be the angle such that
Consequently using the fact that 1 − √ 2t ≤ Cθ and (9) again we obtain 
, which is a restatement of (9). Writing z/r y = ω = (ω ′ , ω n−1 ) ∈ R n−1 × R, we express the right hand side of (10) as as one can easily verify that 1 − |ω ′ | 2 1 − |y| 2 = 1 − |y| 2 − |z ′ | 2 . Using that B 2n−1 is equal to the disjoint union of the sets {(y, r y v) : v ∈ B n−1 } over all y ∈ B n , we see that the last double integral is equal to the expression in (11), as claimed.
